Epiphany or Bust
Rain stretches from an unburdened sky, now spilt as glistening beads of glass upon the
forest, shining and damp with fresh tears. The earth breathes and receives the offering,
drinking until the river crests in a swollen arch; the mountains covered in feathered down
and frost, snow heaped as flakes of light to feed the thin silver streams of summer. No
sound creases the air, but pattering leaves and beaded rhythms, as breath gathers and
retreats, crescendos and troths … a cradle of damp breath to welcome the night, her voice
as the ocean passes in waves unending…smooth and uneven. This is a perfect world.
Mankind stands now as always, perched each second before the possible, deciding to
jump or hold, the call of a new beginning is that of silence, waiting to be filled in a leap.
Clouds gather, and they are not filled with gentle rain. Sun and sky await, or the snarled
teeth of an ever growing anguish and illness. We stand on the cusp of hope. There are
questions without answers.
Questions:
1. It appears there is a valid, working, effective method to treat MRSA and other
antibiotic resistant pathogens and, a complete and specific protocol for its application.
MRSA and many like diseases are cured. This is an example of what I call ‘the
patentable molecule.’ It appears quite clearly that the for profit medical establishment in
this country has not figured out how to gain money from this effective cure for antibiotic
resistant pathogens, so people die. You can read of a great deal more of this sort of crime
in our new book, which I will link here.
Effective method to treat MRSA
http://www.prevention.com/health/health-concerns/cure-antibiotic-resistance
Our new book concerning scientific suppression, physics, biology and hope. Beyond the
Veil: Deception, truth and the hidden promise of science.
https://www.amazon.com/Beyond-Veil-Deception-ThoughtsConventional/dp/1541117409/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1483385806&sr=1-1
Will we jump or hold? Will we insist that the cure be made available in its current rightly
developed form so it will be effective, or buy the fake bait and wait for our ‘regulatory’
agencies to ‘protect’ us until they can cash in? Hope is ours. Will we demand it?
2. In our new book you will read of the purposeful alteration of climate change
documents espousing a scientific consensus exists relating to the connection between
CO2 and global warming. However, if such a relation does exist as it might, or does not
as is quite possible considering the effects of solar activity, is not my point. Pollution is
most assuredly killing us. Fuel and energy shortages are omnipresent and along with
pollution, comprise a seemingly impassible barrier, past which the end of human want

beckons. I have written the new administration several times to tell them the good news:
the problems are solved! There is science which has altered and repaired the limits of
current quantum and relativistic theories, and it has been fruitfully applied. The result is
that clean burning pollution free fuel can be created from diverse sources such as crude
oil, waste chemicals or even sewage! The cost is cheap and the refining method more
efficient, so, there is not only no pollution but the companies using said technology will
make even more money, and of course, fuel shortages are now a thing of the past. Also,
intermediate fusion reactions have been achieved in large prototypes with no radiation,
excessive cost or excessive temperature. Nuclear waste also, may possibly be a thing of
the past. I will link an amazing text with that information.
Santilli R. M. (2005) The New Fuels with Magnecular Structure, International Academic
Press. http://www.i-b-r.org/docs/Fuels-Magnecular-Structure.pdf
http://www.santilli-foundation.org/icnf.html
This book is worth a close look!
Foundations of hadronic chemistry:
http://www.santilli-foundation.org/docs/Santilli-113.pdf
More general information on nuclear waste recycling:
http://www.nuclearwasterecycling.com/
3. This man claims to have cured cancer with hemp oil. This sounds absurd, however it
is possible. I do not say true, I say possible. I will speculate:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=khkEpKM93k8
a. It is I believe rightly hypothesized that before its legal stricture, the hemp plant
provided much needed protein (via the seeds) and nutrition to people and animals, and,
was without question consumed as medicine for aeons. Ergo: we have evolved with this
plant and its chemical constituents.
b. I conclude a necessary dietary constituent has been removed through legal tampering
and now, foods and medicines lack something vital. [Perhaps this partly explains along
with environmental contamination, the undue modern emergence of cancers.]
c. Such a longstanding dietary constituent as this particular one will have a great many
effects, as it is a highly complex compound! Many illnesses will be influenced to
emerge, to remove such a vital and common dietary and medicinal aid. [Compounds
missing key elements may not work properly as therapeutic aids.]
So…it is possible. Indeed, the National Cancer Institute has released a few facts
concerning the issue:

“Antitumor activity
Studies in mice and rats have shown that cannabinoids may inhibit tumor growth by
causing cell death, blocking cell growth, and blocking the development of blood vessels
needed by tumors to grow. Laboratory and animal studies have shown that cannabinoids
may be able to kill cancer cells while protecting normal cells.
A study in mice showed that cannabinoids may protect against inflammation of the colon
and may have potential in reducing the risk of colon cancer, and possibly in its treatment.
A laboratory study of delta-9-THC in hepatocellular carcinoma (liver cancer) cells
showed that it damaged or killed the cancer cells. The same study of delta-9-THC in
mouse models of liver cancer showed that it had antitumor effects. Delta-9-THC has been
shown to cause these effects by acting on molecules that may also be found in non-small
cell lung cancer cells and breast cancer cells.
A laboratory study of cannabidiol (CBD) in estrogen receptor positive and estrogen
receptor negative breast cancer cells showed that it caused cancer cell death while having
little effect on normal breast cells. Studies in mouse models of metastatic breast cancer
showed that cannabinoids may lessen the growth, number, and spread of tumors.
A laboratory study of cannabidiol (CBD) in human glioma cells showed that when given
along with chemotherapy, CBD may make chemotherapy more effective and increase
cancer cell death without harming normal cells. Studies in mouse models of cancer
showed that CBD together with delta-9-THC may make chemotherapy such as
temozolomide more effective.”
Source:
https://www.cancer.gov/about-cancer/treatment/cam/patient/cannabis-pdq#link/_13
Here are a few additional ‘concerns’ about cancer and other diseases which are utterly
troubling:
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/308780755_An_Open_Letter_Regarding_Canc
er?ev=prf_pub
Will we jump or hold? Will we insist that this is looked into and hold our elected
officials to a severe and unrelenting standard or simply step into line, and allow the
worst?
Hope is all around us, her arms held wide she waits for us to acknowledge that she offers
up a better future. Will we jump or hold. Our better future awaits the answer.
You may contact me through the staff contact page at Mind magazine:
www.mindmagazine.net
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